Abstiact: To speci~a cavitation field in a sonochernical reatior quantitatively, intensity of multibubble sonolurninescence in a reactor cell filled with deionized and distilled water was measured at various experimental conditions. The ultrasonic fiquenq was clanged from20 kHz to 250 W for various values of water depth and temperature. The experiment results
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show that the luminescence intensity is very sensitive not only to the frequency but dso to the water depth in the cell. me intensity is also strongly dependent on the amount of dissolved air and temperature, but temperature rise is inevitable in the cavitation filed. Correlation between the hsminescence intensity and the harmonics in the ultrasonicwaveformis shownmd differencein their onset voltages is noted.~T
RODUCTION
Although sonochemical reaction is an attractive phenomenon in promoting reaction rates and in synthesizing new materials, lack of reproducibility among different ultrasonic reactors used to be a serious problem to assess the irradiation effects. Since sonochemical reaction is related to generation of acoustic cavitation bubbles in an ultrasonic field, sonoluminescence induced by collapse of bubbles can be a measure to specify the reaction field. The present paper discusses dependence of multibubble sonolurninescence on the sound field in a sonocheticd reactor through measurements of luminescence intensity for various experimental conditions, The second harmonic component in the dtrasonic waveform generated in the cavitation field is dso measured to correlate it with luminescence intensity and to discuss the characteristics of cavitation bubbles.
E~E-NT
Deionized and distilled water was filled in a square reactor cell of 50 mm x 50 mm x 145 mm made of transparent glass, which was settled in a temperature-controlled water bath (1) . A cw sinusoidd signal generated by a fiction generator was amplified by a 55 @ power amplifier and fed to a bolted Langevin-type transducer 45 mm in diameter at the bottom of the bath, The ulmasound in the cell was measured with a hydrophore immersed near the water surface and analyzed with a band-pass filter to detect harmonic components. As the voltage applied to the transducer increases, a lot of cavitation bubbles are generated near the antinodes of sound pressure distribution of the smdmg wave field in the cell and they begin to emit sonoluminescence (SL). me SL intensity was measured by a photomultiplier tube with a converging lens ensuring all the sonolurninescing position detectable.
RESmTS AND DISCUSSION Figure 1 shows changes of SL intensity and water temperature when the driving frequency changes from 20 kHz to 250 kHz. It shows strong dependence on the driving fiequenq corresponding to resonance in the cell. Since generation of cavitation enhances absorption of ultrasound, tempera~e rise is inevitable even if the cell is immersed in the temperature-controlled water bath. When SL htensity distributions shown in Fig. 1 are measured changing water depth in the cell, Fig.2 is obtained, where darker part means higher SL. This pattern indicates resonance modes in the cell and the SL intensity is very sensitive to the chmge of water depth. If temperature changes, the SL intensity pattern is also affected via changes of sound speed. So it is important to define the reaction field in the acoustic sense to realize reproducibility of irradiation effect in sonochemical reactions,
The amount of air content is impotit in the generation of cavitation bubbles and, hence, the strength of SL intensity (1, 2) . Figure 3 shows changes of SL intensity depending on bubbling time with air for initially degassed water. Afier various values of fi~uency and depth of water.
certain bubblhg time, the SL intensity increases rapidly. Simultaneous measurement of SL intensity and the second harmonic component of received dtrasound for various values of fiction generator output to feed the power amplifier shows good correlation between them as shown in Fig.4 . It is interestkg to note that the onset voltage of the second harmonic component is always lower than that of SL (3), which can be interpreted using rectified difiion threshold and transient cavitation threshold (4), respectively. Corresponding measurements using lurninol solution showed no clear difference between these onset voltages.~s gives a suggestion in interpreting differences of the generation mechanisms between sonoluminescence in distilled water and chemiluminescence in luminol solution.
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FIG~4. Changes of SL intensity and tie second harmonic component in the sound field.
